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apparently was not
his son drive him there to see it. His long life
must have had somea wish of his own and as he said, "the Lord
thing to do with it"
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And many a fleet-footed filly,
And sons from the oldest
American stock— '
Leskovar, Fucci, Parini."
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.
Pictured in the most recent issue of "In Kentucky" magazine
is a portion of the 340-acre farm
owned by Raymond Phelps. The
magazine points out th at Raymond is typical of those few in
the state this year winning the
i'master pasturemen" award. He
will be presented is plaque at the

Purgation Steps
in Caldwell
Purgation proceedings are to get under way soon
names of those who
***county to clear from the registration list the
has a permanent
have not voted recently. Even though the state
it is required
registration taw, in order to keep the name current
limits.
that the right of franchise be exercised within certain
ion books,
registrat
the
on
ely
indefinit
When names are left
irregulariregistration tends to create rather than prevent election
ofties. Accurate and exact registration will assist honest election
will be a
ficers to make any type of irregularities impossible. It
and
good thing to clean the list of the names of all but eligible
of the
qualified voters. It will make less work for office personnel
county clerk, especially, at election time when a list of voters is typed
to be sent to the different precincts.

Comrade Mao
In the current issue of Look magazine there is an article by
Associate Justice William 0. Douglas in which Mr. Douglas says "we
can't save Asia by war alone."
Mr. Douglas is, of course, a globe-trotting member of the Supreme Court. He has just returned from a trip throughout Asia.
He declares that to combat Communism in the Middle and Far East,
what the United States and the free countries need is a political
program as much as military action." No doubt there will be a good
deal of support for his view that "money is not so much needed
as ideas." However, we thing the ideas ought to be right in the first
place and probably if they are not, it is going to take a lot more
money in the long run to meet the situation.
Justice Douglas says that the principal grievances of the Asiatics are:
I. Ownership of land by a few.
2. Absence of schools for children.
3. A great lack of doctors, clinics and hospitals.
4. A system of taxation under which millionaires pay little
or no taxes.
5. Governments that are corrupt and elections that are rigged.
PossiHe says the Soviets are keenly alive to this condition.
some
bly they are, but we cannot help but suspect that there are
would-be reformers in this country who are trying to propagandize
a
their own ideas for this country while trying to make us fit into
pattern that in their view would make us more acceptable as an ally
of the Asiatics as they picture them.
In the Look article by Justice Douglas, the idea is expressed
that Americans should take over the direction of the revolutionary
movements that are stirring Asia. This type of thinking has been
behind many of the steps in the State Department that have led to
the principal criticism of its policies.
But while General Chiang Kai-shek may not have been any
Robert E. Lee either as a Christian or as a general, at least in supporting him and the Soong family, the—American people and the
American government in good faith were trying to support a group
which professed at least to believe in things similar to our faith.
But on what basis could we seek alliance with Mao Tze-tung?
Since Mr. Wu made his statement to the United Nations, we
certainly are under no delusion any longer that General Mao is the
gentle shepherd- of a pilgrimage of near-sighted agrarian reformers.
—(The Lexington Herald)

•

winter meeting of the Kentucky
Farm and Home Convention in
Lexington January 31.
• • • .
The Glasgow Times makes this
comment which I Pass on to You:
"May as well decide now to make
your contribution, your sacrifice,
for the preparedness effort that
is under way. 'Business as usual'
won't continue at the present pace
forever. Some may not like ,.this
from us, some don't wantito hear
it at all—but folks, this is as true
as Holy Writ. Face it now!"
• • •
some say they wish I wouldn't
talk so much about the high cost
of living—like the 10 cent onion.
maybe they are right. What's 10
cents this day and time?

•

DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
NEWS DIRECTOR
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Speaking Of Our Kindred

rather haughty and
disdain toto show considerable
ward other creatures. Some wag
Colonel
has said that a Kentucky
would not object to being reminded of his kinship with a thorough bred horse or a foxhound, but it
would be beneath his dignity to
be told that he is also related to
a tadpole or a pig or a monkey.
Th is feeling of superiority
sometimes makes us look down
our noses at other beings of our
us
kind, certainly much nearer
than even the highest forms of
the animal kingdom except man
himself. Even in our learning we
are toadies, for we seem never to
stop to think that life is the thing,
that size, or shape, or pedigree, or
popularity have little to do with
the long creative energy behind
even the mongrel dog that keeps
its awake at night with his primitive howling,
Sometimes it is easy for us to
transfer our own feelings to the
lower orders, if we are in a physical or mental mood for it. When
I was sick some years ago, I had
to lie and listen through the long
watches of the night to the barks
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Clinton Lodge will hold speed meeting 7 P. M. January
2nd. 1961, to confer the first
agree. Ihrethren notice change
I date. Please attend.
K. M. OLIVER, Master
G. W. TOWEItY, Secretary.

simple fact
single,
one
This
full
in
is
Debate"
The "Great
sts do not
swing. This is the public airing which our isolationi
of American foreign policy—what seem to understand, but which
it is, what it isn't, what the de- the man they attack so viciously
obviously does understand—the
baters would have it be.
On one side are Harry S. Tru- fact: if this country withdraws
man and Dean Acheson. On lhe from the rest of the world, as
other, Herbert Hoover and Rob- Hoover and Taft propose, the rest
ert A. Taft. In between, or per- of the world—all of it—will fall to
haps on the third side ... Thomas Communism.
Then, some day, this nation of
E. Dewey.
It should be noted that Acheson 150,000,000 will face the impossidoes not even have my whole- ble task of trying to defeat on
hearted admiration. But I share
the opinion of many. We have
considerably less respect for the
lack of insight of many of his
critics.
a
Senator Joseph McCarthy of
Wisconsin, a man who has grossly abused his high office, who
had no reason to sit there in the
first place, in the opinion of
many, a character assassin and
coward of unparalleled scorn in
our nation's history, really started the hue and cry.
Mary of his own colleagues —
Republicans in both the Senate
and House—were disgusted and
outraged by his show:
But the hue and cry was picked
up by others, none the least of
whom were G. 0. P. senator Homer Capehart and G. 0. P. Representative Charles Halleek of Indiana.
The sorry part of it is that the
chase was on at a time—and for
dubious reasons—when our nation needed confidence in its
leadership and when these tactics,
of all tactics, were utterly inexcusabl.
Had our state department been
What McCarthy (and some of the
others) said—that is one thing.
But it was not. And McCarthy
knows it wasn't, or he would have
come from behind his cloak of
a rid
Congressional immunity
made charges.
Dean Acheson, in all our dealings with Red China and with
Generalissimo Chian Kai-Shek
and with Soviet Russia—with everybody connected with the
troublesome Far East—has been
guided by a consistent policy.
True, it is a policy which has
changed, but it changed on the
basis of information. It changed
as conditions changed. It changed
as new elements entered into our
foreign relations.
Had Napoleon changed h i s
strategy at Waterloo when that
huge ditch was discovered in the
middle of the battlefield, before
his cavalry charged into a mass
tomb, the battle of Waterloo
might have had a different outcome.
We have the example of Tito
We know from our experience
AT A SECRET PREVIEW THESE FAMOUS
with him that not all Russian puppets dance to the dictators' jig.
AMERICANS SAID:
There are also those who insist
and offer evidence that the socalled Chinese communists a r e
more Chinese than Communists
are more Chinese than Communist.
But we also had great admirers
of Chain Kai-Shek and his corrupt regime who insisted'that we
play footsie with him. In effect,
they forced their decision, their
•When I firat any
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So, Acheson has made his misside and oath"
takes. And, there are those who
think themselves of sufficient
•
stature to correct them.
It is most disappointing to find
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new ear Ira do st.•' nye Dale
which seems, to be rolling over
beams author at -Hee
the United States.
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People and "lion as Sapp Meer?.
Certainly the Korean situation
los sad Start Urfa."
is most critical. And certainly
there is just cause to ask—where
are the forces of the other nations
.
ilt•aersitprAemer
lle MYR
:=611411411eLnui
of the United Nations in this war'
But because others are hedging on
their honest commitments Is no
reason for us to withdraw.
We are committed in Korea. We
must persuade others to live up
o their commitments, not fail
Phone 3075
n our own.
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Echo Of The Past
I doubt very much that the Russians contemplate any military
conquest of the world. I do not myself see any conclusive evidence
that they expect to start a war with the United States.—Senator
Taft, January 5, 1951.
that Mr.
We profoundly hope and fervently pray, of course,
alSenators
st
of
isolationi
cationa
prognosti
the
But
Taft is right.
only a few
ways make us nervous these days. Just 10 years ago,
"It is simply
months before Pearl Harbor, Mr. Taft was saying:
an attack on the
fantastic to suppose that there is any danger of
he felt: "The
United States by Japan." At about the same time
been, a bugaboo to
threat of an attack by Hitler is, and always has
scare the American people into war."
only
Mr. Taft was not alone in these convictions, He was
voicing the prevailing opinions of the isolationist faction. Perhaps
by
the most appalling example of this kind of thing was supplied
the
the faction's leader, the late William E. Borah of Idaho. From
in
beginning of 1939, it was apparent that Hitler was about to march
on the
Europe. Our neutrality legislation imposed an embargo
shipment of arms abroad. This gave Hitler a great advantage. He
from
had neither the naval power nor the shipping to import arms
the United States in any case. But the embargo cut off his poten-Triktf-a natural and important
tial enemies, Britain and Franef,
source of munitions purchases.
President Roosevelt and Secretary of State Hull thought that
prompt repeal of the embargo might deter Hitler. They were
frankly alarmed about his immediate intentions. But Senator
Borah, at a White House conference in July, brushed aside their
fears. He did not believe war in Europe was imminent. He had
excellent private sources of irsformation there, he said. Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Hull protested in vain. Mr. Borah succeeded in preventing Senate action on repeal at that time But in less than two
months Hitler did march. If his nonplussed Mr. Borah and his followers, it was only briefly. After the blitzkrieg which overwhelmed
Poland, a lull followed in military action. Mr. Borah was soon saying It was only a "phony war", after all.
We are not saying that Mr. Taft is necessarily as wrong today as
he, Mr. Borah and others were before we were attacked in the see
ond world war. We only say it gives us the jitters now to hea
the same sort of talk, or something like It:

—(The. Louisville Times)
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Now YOU can see it/ The new 1951
car that thrilled hundreds in secret previews coast-to-coast! Yes, famous Americans and people in all walks of life--

engineers, stylists, architects, mechanics—
were excited by its stunning new beauty
and host of engineering improvements
. . were amazed that any car offering
so much sells for 90 little!
New Mahe Principle'
New Oriflow shock absorber system brings
you a trt new kind of rifle . . • lets
you 'float down roads that stop other
cars. Here's a new kind of smoothness—
over the same roads that Jarred and
-hammered* you in the past! Whether
It's city road or country road--cobblestones or corduroy—wheels stay on the
grosend. There's no wheel hop or bounce!
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If a future agressor
sn at'ack against
he will face what is
ope's most powerful
e outside .t h e Iron
d, though de'erinhi.
In aloof from any
tary alliance, is careg up her defenses at
ented rate.
• firmly believe that
the strength and effi•
eir army which distier from an invasion
d during World War
eory that the Russiother future aguesmay hesitate to atrland for the same
e Swiss Government
d a five-year-plan to
e nation's defenses
n ever before.
calls for expenditure
20,000,000 during the
nod, in addition to
annual expenditure
000 for t h e maintee armed forces.
money, the army is
ped with the most
apons and planes, the
system is to be exmunitions and other
are to be stored in
uantities to enable the
ghold to resist an
or years, if necessary.
ease in the number of
army is impossible, bery able-bodied male

YOUNG MseARTHUR DANCES IN PUBLIC: Arthur MacArthur,
12-year-old son of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, dances for the first
time in public at a party in Tokyo. His partner is Joyce Yamazaki,
the nisei daughter of an employee in his father's headquarters.
(AP Wirephoto from Life Magazine)

a soldier and ready to take
arms at one hour's notice.
The principal aim of the mill
tary authorities is to increase th
fire-poWer of the individual sol
dier to a point an attacking army
with extended cornmunicatio
lines would find difficult to equal.
The new weapons to be dra
from home production and im
ports include armored long-range
anti-tank guns on caterpilla
tracks, armor-piercing bazookas
rapid-firing machine guns an
rocket-firing jet planes. The Swis
nic Meeting
Lodge will hold spec- Air Force already has about 73
s 7 P. M. January Vampire jets purchased trove
1, to confer the first Britain, and their production
under Britrethren notice change Switzerland will be
ish license. Only the engines wit
lease attend.
still be supplied by Britain. Th
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Church attendance has been
small recently due to rainy weather.
Mr. Monroe Burton and family
moved to their farm at Scottsburg. Mr. Claud Storms and tam-

FUMBLES THAT HELPED
New „York — (AP) — Three
teams during the 1950 football
season tied for the leadership in
recovering opponents fumbles.
Tennessee, Wyoming and Florida
each recovered 28 enemy miscues.
The Tennessee Volunteers are
coached by General Bob Neyland
while both the Gators and Cowpokes are tutored by former Neyland-coached Tennessee stars —
Bob Woodruff of Florida and
Bowden Wyatt of Wyoming.

part in the west's resistance to
aggression by permitting the continued extort of these jet engines
ily have moved to their place,
to the Svriss, despite the latters'
non-adherence to the Atlantic having traded farms.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Rogers have
Pact.
To underline their neutral atti- recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
tude, the Swiss like to stress that Clarence Farris at Hawkins. Mrs.
they also import arms from the
Oliver recently visited
Soviet sphere, such as anti-tank Garnet
guns from Czechoslovakia. But Mrs. Waylon Rogers.
Mrs. Amanthas Baker is visitthese supplies have been diminishing for months and recently ing her daughter, Mrs. Berry Arvin, near Hopkinsville. Mrs. Arstopped altogether.
The five-year-plan also calls vin is seriously ill and is confor some reorganization of the fined to her room.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dunning and
armed forces to meet the requirements of modern warfare. Thus, Sammie have returned to their
special units are being set up to home in Wheatridge, Colo., after
combat a possible attack with an extended visit with Mrs. Grace
toxic and bacteriologic-al weapons Dunning and Elvin.
Mrs. Zora Wilson has returned
or atomic bombs. Under a tactical
reorganization, every infantry from an extended visit with relaunit is to be assigned a tank tives at Valparaiso, Indiana, and
group under infantry command Providence, Ky.
Ronald Lei Ladd is much betand the infantry itself is to be
ter after being treated by Dr.
motorized wherever possible.
Together with the streamlining Frank P. Giannini.
Mrs. Zora Wilson is feeling
of its military preparedness, the
Swiss Government is carefully better after being treated by Dr.
plans for the protection of the Hatcher.
Mr. Waylon Rogers and family
civilian population. Civil defense
workers are being trained and recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
food supplies to last many years Garnett Oliver at Scottsburg.
Mrs. Ernest Lacy recently visare being laid in. Ration cards
have been printed and are ready ited Mrs. Gresham and Mary Lou.
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly, Mr.
to issue to every man, woman and
child at a moment's notice. A bill Denzil Fuller and family, Mr.
is being rushed through Parlia- Merl Keller and family and Mrs.
ment to make the construction of Pearl Ladd enjoyed a surprise
cellar bomb shelters in all new dinner at Mr. and Mrs. Sam Harand reconstructed buildings in ris' home at Princeton, Saturday
in honor of Mrs. Harris' birthday.
Swiss urban areas compulsory.
W. M. S. met Thursday afterAt the same time, the government is preparing to go into ac- noon with Mesdames Denzil Fultion against any potential fifth ler, L. W. Rogers and Ernest
columr.. Militant Communists are Lacy present.
Mr. Neil Lewis and family have
already being weeded out of gevermnent agencies and many less recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
prominent party members in fed- Overby.
Mary Barbara P'Pool visited
eral service have been told that
they are liable to immediate dis- Mrs. W. H. Burress at Princeton
Sunday.
missal in case of emergency.

BUYING THEM!
DON'T WAIT UNTIL
THEY GET SCARCE!
Why Use Anything Else?
...When You Can Get
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News Happenings
At Pleasant Grove

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Young,
Misses Mildred Keel, Barbara
Cartwright, and Betty Faughn
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Luther 'Cartwright, Minnie Mae,
Ronnie and Donnie.
Mildred hnd Larry Keel spent
Wednesday • with Mrs. Auther
Faughn and Betty Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cartwright and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden Board and Michael and
Rev. Shirley DeBell ate supper
with Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Young Friday night, celebrating
Mrs. Young's birthday.
Rev. Shirley DeBell ate supper
with Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn
and Betty Saturday night.
Mrs. Nannie Cash and Mrs.
Hugh Franks have attended prayer services and study course every night the past two and a half
weeks.
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Auther
Faughn and Carlos McWorthy attended the ordination service at
Fairview Saturday night.
There was an attendance of 43
at Sunday School and 36 at Training Union Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelly Canada and
family spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Board and Michael.
Barbara Cartwright spent Saturday night with Betty Faughn.
Shelby Cartwright, Jr., is reported ill.

o. Morrison graduated from Georgetown College in
, 1949. where he majored in musk. Previous to this
ed thirty-nine months in the United States Array,
• this time being spent overseas.
ince corning to our church, Bro. Morrison has organized
choirs—the Cherub, Carol, and Junior, and has developr Young People's and Adult choirs. We have found
o be a Godly, consecrated, untiring worker with eircepTTIllskC ability. He has lived an exemplary Christian
ong us, having endeared himself to the entire memberof the church.
• rs. Morrison and son, Jimsny Wayne, have also won a
in our hearts, always ready to ambit with any phase of
church work Mrs. Morrison is now serving as Y. W. A.
• setlor.
efore Be It Resolved: That this church has lost a faithful, untiring worker, and we heartily recommend him and
his family to the First Baptist Church of Madisonville,
Kentucky.
It Further Resolved: That 'a copy of this letter be sent
to the First Baptist Church of Madisonville, Kentucky, a
eaPY sent to the Western Recorder for publication, a copy
published in our local papers, and a copy placed in the
minutes of our church.

BERNARD JONES, Chairman
J. E. AKERS

AUCTION SALE
Dairy Cows and Milking
Equipment

Wednesday, Jan. 24-10:30 A.M.
Located at edge of Princeton city limits on Dawson road.

8 Holstein and Guernsey milk cows, 2 to 5 years
old; 7 in full flow of milk; one to freshen soon.
An heavy milkers, straight and sound, all Bangs
tested.

G R*13E

MILKING EQUIPMENT
1 Two-unit Surge milking machine
1 Four-can Westinghouse milk cooler
1 20-gallon electric hot water heater
1 Equipment cabinet
4 Ten-gallon milk cons -- 3 can covers
1 Two-compartment vat

This equipment all bought new last
September. Reason for sale: Other
business interests.

Bill Palmer, Owner
Keisie 0. Tudor, Auctioneer

RHOIROX

RUBY LUMBEIt\CO.
MADISONVILLE. KY.\
/
TESTED 00NOREYE MASONRY

SEE OUR DEALER AND TRADE WITH HOME FOLKS

PRINCETON,KENTUCKY
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Will Keep Insects
Brown Makes DDT
From Stored Grain Bags
that bags
ng Pay With
rvation Plan

Tests at the Kentucky Experiment Station indicate
for storing grain can be protected
from insects by spraying them
with DDT or dipping them in
DDT solution. Only 4 to 9 per
Oliver C. Allrock
cent of bags so treated became inonservatlon Service) fected with insects after 18
• ck's column carries the months, while 89 per cent of untury of one of the soil treated bags were infested with
ion farmers of the dis- moths, beetles or other grain-eating insects.
Brown, Jr., of Caldwell
as increased his corn lerns was to prot ect the land
50 to 100 bushels an from rainfall and from runoff
has improved his pas- water. The vegetative cover on
arry double the number the land consisted largely of lesand beef steers per acre pedeza which did not give the
ears. Ile is protecting the best protection from erosion. The
well as increasing the waterways needed to be shaped
and established in a permanent
ds
sod.
his
purchased
own, 31,
In 1946, he enrolled in the Infarm in the Eddy Creek
ty in November, 1946, af- stitutional On the Farm Training
g his country for three Program, with Wood Holloway
half years in World War as instructor of his class. His four
farms the conservation years of training were completsoil is being. made bet- ed in August, 1950.
In 1947 Mr. Brown requested
e new farm he realized the Caldwell County Soil Conserof his important Prob- vation District to assist him in

A. Woodall Insurance Agency I
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g visibility cab with head room, hip room, leg room
three ... Fully enclosed safety steps ... "Lift-Osgood"accessibility to engine, ignition, instrument panel
...
ring ... Adjustable seat with "finger-tip" controland
hand
with
light
Cab
...
cushion
seat
djusto-Air
otomatic door switches .. . Automatic "hold-open"
oor stops ... Tight-gripping rotary door latches ...
xtra strong K-member front frame reinforcement..;
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THE GOOD EARTH
Ktiatmandu, Nepal — (AP) - The people of this tiny kingdom
How the slogan, "Make Green value their land so highly that
County Green", adopted at a it is sold by the basket.
meeting of farmers there 12 years
The Khatmandu city market is
ago, has resulted in better farm- possibly the only one in the workl
ing and living conditions, is told where baskets of earth form a
by Farm Agent Jahn H. Ewing, staple commodity. Farmers buy
A j ol n t session of men and Jr.
them to epread on land from
In contrast to the bare tobacco which they take from three to
women in the new Memorial Coliseum will open the 39th annual and corn fields and brown korean four crops annually.
Corn Pollen Sometimes
fields with a few stacks of hay
A farmer returning home from
Farm and Home Convention at
Injures Tobacco Leaves
seen in 1938, Mr. Ewing points out selling his produce at the central
The Warren County 4-H Coopat
Kentucky
of
University
the
40
patchthat practically all tobacco
erative Association bought
The annual report of the Kenmarket here never returns empheifers in Michigan and Indiana Lexington January 30-February 2. es and about half the corn fields ty handed. Always his baskets
tucky Agricultural Experiment
inwill
day
now are sowed with cover crops, are filled with earth, either
for distribution to young dairy- Speakers the first
Station notes that tobacco grown
clude Dr. Thomas P. Cooper, barns are filled with baled hay,
men.
near corn sometimes apparently
brought from the market or
of
the Kentucky College
stock is grazing in green fields scooped from the muddy bed of a
is injured by corn pollen. A leaf
Primed tobacco cured with the dean of
e and Home Econom- and resulting sales of cattle
spot develops that differs from
aid of fire brought Russell county Agricultur
riven on his route, to be spread
By R. A. Mabry
ics end director of the Experi- range from $500 to $8,000. Tractpound.
a
cents
60
the usual type of this affliction.
around
farmers
on the land which gives him a
Agent)
(County
Welch,
J.
Frank
Dr.
Station;
ment
cars
ors, trucks, hay balers and•
On one occasion Ky. 41A was
Cledith Rowe, Magoffin county
living.
"We will probably have t h e 4-H club boy, grew 139 bushels of dean of the Mississippi School of have been bought by many farmseriously damaged by corn pollen
spending
Hull,
money
B.
R.
Prof.
of
and
e,
level
ers.
machines and other appliances
and instances were noted where highest
corn on an acre entered in the Agricultur
on record in
Purdue University landscape exKy. 34 and Ky. 35 were damaged. and highest prices
About 1,500 farm homes have have made farm life easier and
Kentucky Corn Derby.
agent
field
pert. Kentucky 4-H club members
When Experiment Station 1951," L. A. Vennes,
One hundred and seventy Lau- who went to Europe last summer been electrified in comparison more pleasant.
the University
scientists dusted corn pollen on in marketing with
with none 12 years ago. Good
artificialhave
farmers
county
rel
School,
will tell their experiences, and lighting, refrierators, washing
Try a Leader elasaltied Adll
tobacco leaves, small orange or of Kentucky Extension
ly bred 516 dairy cows. .
of
discussion
show
will
Jr.,
recent
Thomas,a
Lowell
in
stated
10
to
5
red spots developed after
C.
In the past five years, Mrs.
for 1951.
pictures of his expedition to Tidays. The older the tobacco the Agriculture Outlook
Mr. Vennes also stated that pri- E. Shelby of Todd county has
Meeting in the Coliseum Wedsooner the spots developed. Ky.
products will made two 9 by 12 wool rugs, one bet.
34 and Ky. 35 varieties seemed ces of agricultural
five
and
hooked,
one
as
and
braided
same
the
nesday and Thuriday, homemakmore readily injured by pollen probably be about
the last half of 1950 but will aver- of each method in smaller sizes. ers will hear Professor Hull; Prothan Ky. 16.
in
The Larue County Purebred fessor Marvin D. Myers, Purdue
age about 10 per cent higher
AND
developing a complete soil and 1951 than 1950 as a whole. Farm Breeders Association will hold a University music authority; S. R.
water conservation plan for his net income will probably average hog and cattle sale March 1.
Levering, Virginia farmer and
Two hundred and eighty farm- economist; Mrs. Helen Hamilton
farm. With the help of Oliver C. about 15 per cent higher.
There is a near record feed sup- ers have signed up 1,200 cows in Woods of the Economic CooperaAllcock, Soil Conservation Service, and Mr. Holloway, his Agri- ply on hand except for protein the Monroe County Artificial tion Administration at Washingculture instructor, he made his feed, however, the protein feed Breeding Association.
ton, and Mrs. Anna C. Petteys,
tconservation plan. A land capa- "CO'is expected le be adequate.
OTC gilts have been distributed Colorado newspaper woman. MasEven though there is a near rec- in the 4-H club pig chain in Row- ter farm homemakers will be recbility map, prepared by the SS
soil scientist, was used as a basis ord feed supply, livestock mem- an county.
ognized Friday and reports made
John Cole and Luther Poore of by women who attended a meetfor making the plan. This map bers also are increasing and no
shows what each acre is best surplus is expected to be on hand Clinton county paid $8 an acre ing of the Associated Country
to have 50 acres of bushland Women of the World.
suited for. The plan was made at the end of the year.
HOPKINSVILLE
Hog production is expected to cleared with tractor and bush and
with the idea of "Putting the
Farmers will meet in section afLand To Its Best Use", as Mr. increase about 5 per cent this bog disk.
ter the first day. On Wednesday
The Lions Club financed the they will consider the outlook for
Brown stated it, "And Treating It spring but increased demand is
y
communit
a
proon
of
increased
constructi
absorb
to
Its
Needs".
expected
According To
1951 crop improvement, sheep
The first improved pasture was duction without affecting prices building at a park at Owingsville and turkey production, dairying,
in Bath county.
seeded in 1947. Today there are much.
and feeding hay and silage.
Most farmers in South Graves
Producers of fluid milk are exaCrOg of improved pasture. FifSoils and crops, beef ,hog, poulteen acres of idle land have been pected to remain in a favorable county have signed up for tele- try and fruit production, dairying
not
are
service.
producers
phone
Cream
pasposition.
The
for
pasture.
reclaimed
and the rural church and comMuch corn in Livingston county
ture mixtures include Ky. 31 fes- in so favorable a position, due to
munity will be discussed Thursper
12
to
10
yields
with
soft,
substitutes
was
of
buying
cue, orchard grass, ladino clover the increased
day. Dairy breed associations will
milk
1949.
fluid
cent under
for butter. Demand for
and lespedeza.
meet that day;
imrs
Hart county homemake
"It is essential to follow a good and ice cream is expected to be
Tobacco will make up most of
Ii
fertilizer program to produce higher. Dairy cattle numbers will proved home lighting by wiring
Friday's program, with other sesand maintain good pastures", Mr. probably decrease, due to scarcity
Outlook for lamb producers is lions devoted to farm forestry,
•-*
Brown said. "All my pasture land of farm labor.
This is due to two things, Utopia clubs and goat breeding.
good.
cent
has had 500 pounds of 20 per
lambs
ewe
of
with his farm operations, he first, a large number
Winners in the green pastures
superphosphate per acre. I am
gives liberally of his time and expected to be kept for breeding and corn derby contests will be
now applying an additional 200
energy for the benefit of his com- purposes, therefore, decreasing recognized at the crop improvepounds of 62 per cent superphoslamb marketings, and second, ment banquet Wednesday night,
munity and county.
phate per acre", he stated.
He is one of the five Caldwell high future wool prices.
and a general banquet will be
He has solved his waterways
Beef prices are expected to be held Thursday night.
County Soil Conservation District
banks
the
sloping
by
problems
Want to know who rents it,
supervisors, Sunday School su- higher in 1951 due to increasing
and seeding them to Ky. 31 feswho sells, who buys, who reCreek demand and smaller marketings. 348 kerosene lamps, making 185
the
Eddy
of
nt
perintende
Of
the
first
cue and ladino clover,
pairs? You'll find the answer
of the Less cattle will be marketed due lamp shades and buying 124, and
epho_ th. 5Pes
president
Church,
Baptist
the
in
easily
one having been seeded. in 1948.
and
quickly
for
County Farm Bureau, to more heifers being kept
replacing 941 small light bulbs
"I harvested 200 pounds of fes- Caldwell
'YELLOW PAGES' of your
on the board of directors of the breeding purposes to build up with the 100-watt size.
Telephone Directory. There's
cue seed, worth $90, from my sod
gtero
of
numbers.
Chamber
County
herd
Caldwell
no shopping guide like *The
waterways in 1950", he said, as
present lows if
to
of
the
direcAccording
and
one
Commerce
Classified."
Penn State's first baseball team
he pointed out how well the sod
tors of the Caldwell County Mem- ceilings are applied to livestock in 1875 preceded the college's first
COMPANY
protected the soil.
SOUTIMIRM BILL RILIPPIONI AND TELEGRAPH
they will be set at a minimum of football team by two years
"The water in the pond I built orial Hospital.
or
at
the
parity
He takes time to go bird hunt- 100 per cent of
in 1948 has not been muddy this
ing, but on those trips he has ob- previous May 24 to June 24 maryear, although a lot of water has
served that many acres of land ket price, whichever is higher,
gone through the spillway'", he
could be made more profitable taking into consideration three
continued.
and for the future, if devel- things, first, seasonal variations
Although Mr. Brown is busy now
oped into good pasture.
in prices, second, place livestock
With the help of Ralph Nelson, grown, and third, quality of proCE
county assistant in forestry, the duct.
N11;tr4
Woodland areas have been im0 99% of the employees
'
<
proved by cutting out undesirable growth.
handling your money
Some of the fields have been
are honest If there
ter raced.
Fence changes have been made
is a possibility that 1
to group the same kind of land
out of a hundred may
Some folks think that fine
together.
clothes and fine, big houses are
go wrong it is your
Mr. Brown is constantly on the the most iniportant things in life,
HE word "gasoline" is a broad word, as broad as the word
business to protect
alert to find better ways to hold but these things really don't mean
feel
"clothes," because gasolines, like clothes, vary in quality and
your interests by bondthe soil and make it yield abund- too much if a person doesn't
enough to enjoy them. WM
well
antly. He is building his farm folks don't reaing ALL of them. See
make-up.
program around good pastures, lize this, but
us today.
good livestock, some seed produc- Mrs. Lucy
, of
A suit of clothes, regardless of its tailoring, is no better
tion and a few acres of cultivated Braswell
Route 2, Stone
row crops. Only 12 acres of bot- Mountain,
than the cloth it is made of; so also is gasoline no better than
tomland on the 156 acre farm Ga., realizes it
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
the base't-stock of which it is made, regardless of how it is
will be used for corn, but it will very well. Mrs
7 MAASII St
In
Braswell takes
produce a double amount of HADACOL,
trimmed ... verbally or otherwise.
grain. The increased yields are and by taking
due to wise land use, a satisfac- HAD
A really better gasoline—a balanced motor fuel that will
found she
tory fertilizer program and con- she
is helping her
servation practices to improve system overcome deficiencies of
give the best all-round performance in your car—must posand maintain the organic content Vitamins B. B., Niacin and Iron,--t— which HADACOL contains.
sess ALL of five important qualities:
of the soil.
Here is Mrs. Braswell's own
To him, putting the land to its statement: "I have been sick for
best use, conserving and improv- some time with stomach dig.
Good distillation range, to assure easy
ing it, will mean a higher stand- turbances. I began taking HADbeen taking it
have
I
and
ACOL
proper acceleration, ample power.
starting,
ard of living for himself, Mrs. about six weeks. I am so much
Brown, and the two young daugh- better and much stronger. 1 will
1
0
Freedom from the unstable fractions
ters--Patricia Ann and Nancy , continue to take HADACOL. It
helped me. I tell my
Lee. There will be more to share ;rare hasabout
which cause vapor-lock and loss of mileage.
HADACOL. I can't
;friends
with others.
I praise HADACOL too much. 1
The good earth will continue to am 59 years old."
Low gum-content, to prevent
19
IOC Th• LaBlana Corporatlon
bring forth her increase.
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'Green County Green'
Slogan Gets Results

McConnell's Loose Floor
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seasonal grade, to give best
0 Correct
performance in summer or winter.
Proper .octane-number,
0 for
prevention of knock.
Selection of proper crudes and the most advanced refining
techniques result in outstanding performance and the unquestioned leadership of Crows, and Crown Extra. The
quality cloth is cut to fit the pattern—
tailorM to measurements.

ew and Beautiful Proof
beat a Pontiac 2
dot Dollar for Dollar you caarit
you come in to
Ite prepared to we two striking things when
y Pontiao.
examine the wonderful new Silver Anniversar
to be
is acknowledged see
First, you will see why Pontiac
•
will
beautiful thing on wheels. You
most
the
ing
Gull-W
fresh,
its
with
oar,
brilliantly good-looking
e Car Proves it by its
clean, exciting lines.
styling, colorful new interiors andon
thaw fmotwrificent
see a price tag
Beauty and Performance! Second, you will
it herd
is a° low that you willany new
new Pontiacs which
car
buys
ever
anybody
why
to understand
Pontiac!
•
but
its
by
it
Proves
Price
that dollar for dolHere, indeed, is double-barreled proof
and see for yourself.
lar you can't beat a Pontiac!Coma in
Downright Value!
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EXTRA CROW

AGENT
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'For a champion Princeton Creamery Homogenized
Vitamin D Milk drinker like ME, this is just as easy
as the comin' down part!"

PRINCETON CREAMERY
PRINCETON, ET.

PHONE 1•413
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Par Six

Farmer
Mr. a n d Mrs. Glenn
Harrelson
and Mr. and Mrs. G. G.
Beach,
left Saturday for Miami
Fla., where they will spend about
five weeks.
Mrs. Kenneth Spickerd and
Mrs. 011ie Mitchell spent several
days this week in Louisville visiting Miss Elizabeth Mitchell.

Birthday Celebration

Mrs. Charles McLin
Hostess To Circle
The Gillispie Circle of the First
Baptist Church held its regular
monthly meeting Tuesday night,
January 9 in the home of Mrs.
Charles McLin. Fifteen members
answered to the roll call and two
visitors.
Mrs. Lowry Caldwell had
charge of the program. Mrs. Marvin Hamilton gave the devotional
aad Miss Elaine Morris, Mrs,
Mary E. Martin and Mrs. Lowry
Caldwell taking parts.
After the program Mrs. Charles
MeLin, assisted by her daughter,
Susan, served refreshments to
Mesdames Johnny ,Baldridge, Ted
Gray, Clint Hubbard, Marvin
Hamilton, Mitchell Rowlan d,
Mary E. Martin, Sam Steger,
Kenneth Spickard, Buddy Varble, Joe Weeks, Fred Talley,
Clara Holsapple, Wilkerson and
Lowry Caldwell. Misses Irene
Beckner and Elaine Morris.

Art Program Featured
At Woman's Club Meet
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby was chairman of the art program, at the
open meeting of the Princeton
Woman's Club in the George Coon
Library last Thursday night.
Mrs. H. C. Lester spoke to the
members and a number of guests
on the subject, "Art in Our Everyday Lives." The sound film,
"A New World of Colnr", was
shown by Russell Goodaker,
principal of East Side School.
Light refreshments were served
at the close of the meeting.

Mrs. Koltinsky Hostess
To Lottie Moon Circle

Mrs. R. B. Cummins and Mrs.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the Charles Noffsinger were ce-hostfor
home of Mrs. Claud'e Koltinsky, ess to a household shower
Tuesday night, January 9, with Mrs. Bobbie Crowe, the former
Patsy Dean Lockheart, Cadiz
ten members present.
evening at 7:00
The devotional was given by street, Friday
o'clock.
The
Baker.
Wilson
Mary
Miss
Mrs. Crowe expressed her approgram from the Commission
was given by Mrs. Robert Jacob. predation for the lovely gifts.
After the meeting, the hostess,
Refreshments were served to
assisted by Miss Mary Wilson Mesdames Van Curlin and Sherry,
Baker and Miss Melville Young, Cleo Ladd and Margaret; Walter
served a delicious plate lunch to Ramey, Archella French and
Mesdames William Larkins, Ce- Dema, Charley McElroy, Numus
cil Smith, W. E. Willis, Alvin Oliver and Glen, Tinsley DrenLisanby, Robert Jacob, Claude nen, Corliss Sigler, J. B. Huelett
Koltinsky, Mina Tom Ryan, Mis- and Peggy, W. L. White, James
Ann P'Pool, Rosie Mitchell, Ann
Rosie Mitchell, daughter of Mr. entertainment and serving.
ses Mary Wilson Baker, Gwen Bowman and Nancy, Connie DavRandolph, George Price, Donna
Claus
Santa
and
cream
MadIce
504
Mitchell,
011ie
Mrs.
John
and
Booker and Melville Young.
Belinda,
and
is, Jeff Glass
were served to Judy Hughes, Johnnie Catlett, Peggy
The next meeting will be held Call, R. M. Oliver and Mike, isonville street, celebrated her cookies
Barry Bannister, Mitchie Hollowell, Jay Ann Young, Suat the home of Mrs. Cecil Smith Earl Wynn, Galye Kilgore, Floyd sixth birthday with a Christmas Jones,
Rowland, Bettye Pettit, Charlie sanna Purdy, Marilyn Steger,
Stinnett, Ross Lockhart, Sharan party on December 22.
in February.
Teresa Quinn, Joe Robin- Peggy Weeks, Carolyn Varble,
and Karon; Miss Jeri Lane and
The rumpus roam was beauti- Henry,
son, Don Jones, Sylvia Rowland, Patricia Smith and Jim Bill NewNoffsinger.
Nancy
colfully decorated in Christmas
Mrs. Wallace H. Crisp
Mitchell, Tommy Hughes, som.
These sending gifts were Mes- ors with a huge tree adorning one Charles
Davis, Sidney Ladd, Tommy
Ellen
Honored With Shower
Those sending gifts were GlenColey,
Bobby
dames Earl Young,
of the room.
Giannini, Mary Ruth Mitchell,
Miss Mary Leta Hamby and Tommy Amos, Ray Newman, Will corner
Morgan, Kay and Kiren Waxda
Mrs. Buddy Vanble, Misses Jane Marie Mitchell, Caroln PickMrs. Ed Carter honored Mrs. Wal- McElroy, Willis Jenkins and
ier., Peggy Sisk and Miss Rubye
Brinkley,
Kay
Gray,
Donna
ens,
Barbara
and
Quisenberry
Patsy
showlace H. Crisp with a bridal
Bonnie, Chester Oldham, ThurAdams, Kathy Shelton, Guess.
er at the home of Mrs. K. R. man Morgan, R. G. McClelland, Strong assisted Mrs. Mitchell it. Maurine
Cummins, South Jefferson street, Wallace Gray, Guy Bell, Larvie
Mr. E. M. Jenkins, Varmint
\ Mr. and Mrs. John O'Hara and
Saturday evening, January 13.
Stinnett, L. R. Crowe, W. A. LockLyles, Tenn., spent Trace street, entered the I. C.
Johnnie,
son,
Those present were Mr. Wal- hart, Max Doom, Will Mays,
the weekend with Mrs L. E. Hospital Monday for examination
lace H. Crisp, Mr. and Mrs. Ed James Landis, D. B. Farless and
R. M. Oliver, William Mays O'Hara, East Main street.
and treatment.
Carter, Miss Mary Leta Hamby, Wanda, Lena Glass, Leman Kiland Gayle Kilgore spent Monday
Capt. Herbert Flather, F ort gore, Sheltie Dunn; Misses Barbathe
attending
Tenn.,
Memphis,
Campbell; Mr. and Mrs. Dick ra Kilgore and Mary Katherine in
Ftrestone show of spring and
Cherry, Lawrenceburg, Ky.; Mr. Doom.
summer merchandise.
and Mrs. Charles Guess, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hodge,
Mrs. James Hodge, Mr. and Mrs.
Legion Auxiliary Plans
Mr. Willis Hodge and Mr. J. D.
Burnell Whitsett, Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell spent Tuesday in St.
Tom Whitsett, Miss Joann Berry, Work For Outwood Vets
Mr. Marvin Pogrotsky and Mr.
Plans for a series of parties to Louis attending a Chrysler meetBill Martin.
be given for patients at Outwood ing.
veterans Hospital were made at \ Mr. and Mrs. Dick Cherry,
the regular meeting of Carlisle Lawrenceburg, spent the weekOrange Unit No. 116, of the end with her parents, Mr. and
American Legion Auxiliary in Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Morgan
the home of Mrs. Otho Towery Avenue.
ADDING MACHINE
Mr. and Mrs. Al Thomas Page
Thursday night when 26 members
Glasgow,
Gail,
daughter,
TOPflight has the 10-key
and
portable
This
hAc.44,1 7171-a
and 'guests were present. Mrs.
w a s assisting spent the weekend with Mrs. L. simplified keyboard ... gives you autoHarry Blades
street.
East
Main
E. O'Hara,
hostess.
matic column selection. Just enter figONLY
Mr. C. W. Martin, Western
The unit will meet Tuesday,
as you would write theml See it
ures
State College, spent the weekend
$126
January 23, at the home of Mrs.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. today . .. it's the biggest dollar value
Plus F.d. Ix Tex
Clyde Nuckols, 115 Highland, for
Charlie Martin.
you can get.
an all-day meeting. The day will
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Davis and
be spent in making 40 pairs of
• USTS a TOTALS TO 599,999.99
MULTIPLIES
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Corbin, Ev- ADDS •
pillow cases to be used by paansville,
Indiana, spent the weektients at Outwood in their therend with their mother, Mrs.
apy work and are very much in
George Davis, in celebration of
demand, Mrs. Claude Anderson,
her birthday.
W. Market Street
Phone 2141
chairman of the rehabilitation

with a Remington Rand
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What the well-dressed pump will wear
this Spring is a crushed stand-up ruffle,
tied by a bow. The "scoop" lines are so
flattering.
Black nosuede. Thoughtfully

Mrs. Bee I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. J. Hughey, Mgr.

IN

the holidays with het da
Mrs. E. L. Tullis and Ian'
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
thy and Mn. W. C. Mt
Madisonville, visited Mis
Lee, Mechanic Street, this
end.
Mr. D. M. Plymale spent
Mr. Charles Glenn left Saturand Tuesday in Jack.,0
day
where
Texas,
Worth,
day for Fort
Tenn., attending a group m
he has accepted a position with
of the J. C. Penney
the Curtis Candy Co.

Mrs. Bobbie Crowe Is
Honored With Shower

committee states.
Mrs. Steger Hostess To
Mrs. Kathleen S. Williamson
and Mrs. Marian Woodard will Golden Circle Class
T h e Golden Circle Sunday
be hostesses for the February
School Class of the First Baptist
meeting.
Church met January 11 at the
home of Katherine Steger with
The Leader Congratulates seven
members present.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hackett,
Clara Mae Holsapple was in
. 713 West Main street, on the birth charge of the devotional.
of a son, William Seldon Hackett,
Refreshments were served to
January 5.
Katherine Steger, Kathleen Hob.• •
by, Izetta Baker, Jane Maddox,
\Mr. and Mrs. Norval Lee Oli- Clara Mae Holsapple, Marie Oliver, Young street, on the birth of ver and Mary E. Martin.
a son, Gerald Wayne Oliver,, The next meeting will be held
January 6.
at the church in February with
• • •
Mary E. Martin and Marie Oli\Mr. and Mrs. James Edward ver in charge.
Dunning, Route 1, Princeton, on
the birth of a son, Roger Dale Miss Martha Sells
Dunning, January 7, at the
tionored At Shower
Princeton Hospital.
)A miscellaneous shower w as
• • •
given for Miss Martha Sells in
Mr. and Mrs. George David the home of Mrs. Robert Morse,
Glass, Dawson Springs, on the Lakewood, Tuesday night, Janubirth of a son, January 10, at the ary 16 at 7:30 p. m.
Princeton Hospital.
Those present were Mesdames
• • •
Randolph Brown, George French,
\ Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Huston Frank Young, Lonnie Cartwright,
Grace, 307 Maple street, on the R. V. Hopper, Charles Hopper,
birth of a son, George Samuel Charles Parrent, I. J. Harris, Seldon Pruett, Richard Carrier, Hugh
Grace, January 10.
• • •
Francis, Nannie Cash, G. H.
Mr. and Mrs. James Herman Sharp, Roy Rowland, Sr., Cook
Adams, Route 2, on the birth of a Oliver, Vera Morse, L. M. Sells;
son, Robert Paul Adams, Janu- Misses Chloe and Ivy Sharp.
Those sending gifts were Mesary 4, at the Princeton Hospital.
dames Denny McConnell, Edward
• • •
Young, Jim Stephens, Roy Row,Mr. and Mrs. Dale Faughn, land, Jr., Fred Stewart, George
Fredonia, on the birth of a son, Francis, Louise Rogers, T. H.
Phillip Stewart Feughn, January Brown, Made Cook, and telep13, at the Princeton Hospital.
hone operators.

Mrs. Tylsme Talley

on 204 Cave street aftei
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1 DAY! TUESDAY, JAN. 23
Eight Beautiful Girls!
. . . All of Them DEAD!

Is a

PERSONAL COLUMN

SAVERS*

Starring

LUCILLE BALL
GEORGE SANDERS
CHARLES COBURN

gentleman-

tiored by Kirkla
in Burlington's

BORIS KARLOFF

SO MUCH FUN...THEY
HAD TO BOTTLE IT!
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MUSICAL NOVELTY
COLOR CARTOON

WED & THUR.,JAN.24-25
HIGH ADVENTURE in the GANGERLAND of the WEST.
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Added Treats!
COMEDY and NEWSREEL
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STAGE SHOW
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Added!
WALT DISNEY CARTOON
NEWS — FEATURETTE

A Good Slogan to follow - - - especially where the safety of your

SATURDAY, JAN. 20
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property is concerned.
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RED
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Newest way to wear your ankles this
spring .
circled by twisting straps. And
more comfort than you'd expect with
such beauty, for this shoe has a foam
rubber heel cushion.
Camel glove leather. Only

Mrs. Rae I. Engelhardt, Owner
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d Taylor Markel
ired of hearing that
a of modern living
wholesome, happy
parents and grandyed? Why should
today as yesterday,
aplenty for shared
shared work, shar-

should not monopolize the conversation, but neither should they
be completely Ignored either In
the living room or at the dinner
table.
Outings are really fun, she
points out, and always more successful, if they are planned by a
family conclave. All too often a
haphazard attempt to do someer Is, says Adele thing together has turned into a
ector of the All-Day none- too- pleasant exertion.
1 Schools in New Mother laboriously packs a lunch
ere are these oppor- for the family picnic and with
Spartan courage sets forth on a
does not, become a day's outing because she thinks
the will sit One mens- she is pleasing Dad and the kids.
ough the 'growth of But actually Dad and the boys
erstanding and re- would rather spend the day in the
shop and give up the idea only
he:
s by means of care- because they don't want to disand household man- appoint Mother! There is nothing
makes it possible, more devastating to any activity
usy lives, to arrange than a grim determination to have
together. It comes a good time.
BROTHERS ALIVE,BUT AWAIT DEATH: George Godfrey (rear
considerable thought
with bow tie) and his wife, Amonlce, sit with three of four sons in
We can widen the field of sharutilizing the limited ed experiences if, paradoxically, their tenement flat at New York. The sons all are calmly awaithouse so that there each person plans to enjoy him- ing death from a disease for which doctors know no cure. They
for Johnny's collec- self, she says. In the family that are suffering from muscular dystrophy, a progressive disease that
, for Dad's work- has developed the habit of talking always ends up attacking the respiratory powers. Here Michael
s Mother's curio cab- things over together there can be (left), 12, displays his erector set. Watching with their parents
about when children a give-and-take that considers the are George, Jr., (second from left), 24, and Roy, 21. The other
Ily belong to the desires of individuals as well as Godfrey son Robert, 16, was attending school. (AP Wirephoto)
nly because they are the interests of the group. It is
red for but because amazing how often the members
Emery Dobbins To Be
e a part in the fami- of a family are totally unaware of
Guest Speaker At UDC
in the planning and common interests or even of one
household."
Banquet January 26
member's special interests.
the publication, the
Everyone, for example, might
Emery Dobbins, Newark, New
nt-Teacher, she says not be interested in the technical
Jersey, will be the guest speaker
(By Richard K. O'Malley)
to relax at home, side of Dad's job, but sharing
Wiesbaden, Germany — Master at a banquet of the Tom Johnson
, is one of the essen- amusing incidents at the office Sgt.
W. S. Smith talks with a Chapter, United Daughters of the
althy living and is or even talking about the work drawl,
grins easily and likes to Confederacy, to be held in the
e of a good family done in office or factory brings jump out of
airplanes.
--- First Christian Church on Friday,
al and chief objec- the family closer together. It is
Smith, a 34-year-old veteran of January 26, at 6:30 p. m., it is anenjoy ourselves and also a help to listen to accounts
nounced.
and sometimes the of the children's activities. Too Bradenton, Fla., is top man with
Mr. Dobbins is the grandson of
the
pars-rescue
team
of
Flight
A,
to spend a little time often grownups aren't interested
the late Captain Tom Johnson, for
Seventh
Rescue
Squadron.
and listening to each in anything but school marks.or
chapter was named.
He has hailed out of airplanes whom the
behavior, and the parents know
Ruinsey Taylor and Harry Long,
boy, she points out, as little of the child's world as 54 times and thinks it's easier both grandsons of Confederate
er before spent time the child does about the grown- than getting out of bed of a cold soldiers, alSo will be on the prowinter morning.
ily put it as simply up world.
gram with Miss Margie Amoss
etimes you talk, and
His team mates at this U. S. presiding.
For families who have not been
sometimes I talk and in the habit of doing things to- Airforce base have bail-out totals
The banquet is being given by
Of course children gether, says Miss Franklin, an ex- almost as impressive.
the local chapter in commemoraThere's S/Sgt. Austin Little, tion of the birthdays of General
Jr., of Carpenter, Miss., with 38 Robert E. Lee and General Thomjumps, S/Sgt. Kirby S. Bullard of as J. "Stonewall" Jackson, two
Savannah, Ga., 35 jumps,and Pvt. leaders of the Confederacy whose
Richard E. Brown of Fort Collins, birthdays were January 19 and
Colo., 33.
20, it was stated.
These men are under direct
command of Capt. Wallace H. SB-29s, two S13-17s, two helicopBranndn of Atlanta, Ga., who has ters and a C-82 "Flying Boxcar."
it's a
Each of the 29s and 17s carries a
made 30 jumps.
boat to be dropped to survivors
THEY'RE TRUMP CARDS
The pars-rescue boys are the in the water, the helicopter is
trouble shooters of the Seventh. used in inaccessible places, and
If other rescue methods fail or the C82 is used to fly suppiiell
gentlemanare impractical, they jump in.
and a helicopter when a squadron
The Air Force's air rescue needs it on a mission.
tailored by Kirkland Hall
Flight "A" has its two helicopsquadrons, organized in 1947,
have the job of saving downed ters, but at present only one heliin Burlington's
fliers, whether they be service copter pilot. He is affable Capt.
Joseph Kuhn of Royersford, Pa.,
planes or civilian.
crease-resistant rayon
In war-time their job is to work who also is Flight "A" public rein close support of ground troops. lations officer.
He and the rest of the Seventh
For example, the helicopter carrying out wounded in Korea is squadron are' under Lt. Col. Walfrom a sister squadron, the Third. ter Hamburg, Jr., of Lonoke, Ark.
There are eight rescue squad- READY FOR TROUBLE
Thus far Flight "A" hasn't had
rons in all. The Seventh has its
bases in Wiesbaden, Saudi Arabia, to use its parachutists but it has
Tripoli and the Azores.
been kept busy following up the
Each of these outfits has four directing search and rescue operations in its broad territory. For
cellent starting point is a birth- example, last April when
a Navy
day or festive holiday. Instead of privateer and
crew disappeared
Mother's making all the plans while on a routine flight in the
herself, let her bring the subject Baltic region, Capt. D'Jack
Klingup at dinner some evening. Let er of Franklin, Pa., set up
headher find out what ideas .the chil- quarters at Kastru
Field, Copendren have for the menus, decora- hagen, and directed
search operations, entertainment. You will be tions.
surpised at the increased enjoyThe pars-rescue men have specment both before and after the ial training behind them
obtained
party.
at the U. S. forest service's famExperiences that are shared, mous "smoke jumper" school at
she concludes, make family liv- Missoula, Mont. They are
taught
ing the most satisfying thing on how to land in trees
and similar
earth. Whether the house is large rugged country.
and elaborate or small and simThe Seventh draws no line at
ple it will have the indefinable giving a helping
hand to those
quality so beautifully portrayed in distress:
in that book, "Cry, the Beloved
"If the Russians asked us to
Country", and expressed in a help find one of their
planes,
song based on the book:
we'd go," an officer said.
It is not much to tell about,
It is not much to picture about,
Army tackle J. D. Kimmel likes
The only thing special is—
to be known simply by his iniit's home
tials, but his real name is John.
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apt 41frto
01 ionfoldcaice
TO THE USERS OF

Petroleum Products
IN THIS COMMUNITY

Mr. Clyde Wood is now the local distributor for Aetna petroleum products and for the famous brand name auto accessories
which are brought to you through your friendly Aetna dealers.
As you perhaps know, Mr. Wood has devoted practically all
of his business and professional career to the service of Caldwell County and we feel fortunate in having a man of Mr.
Wood's honesty and integrity to represent us in your community.

Aetna gasolines, oils and greases
are products of Kentucky. They're
made by Kentuckians • . . to
serve Kentuckians . . . in our
homes.•
. . on our farms . . .
in our ever-growing commerce and industry.

Aetna service stations are
conveniently located
throughout this area
to serve most of
your regular automotive needs for
petroleum products.
They feature several
grades of that famous
Aetna Power-Packed
Gasoline . . . Aetna
Greases . . . Aetna and
Valvoline Motor Oils. .
Anti-freezes, etc.

In addition to selling these products, Aetna service stations offer
complete lubrication services
and safety-checks which include
accurate inspection of windshield
wipers, tires, brakes, lights, horn,
radiator, ect.

Also, Aetna stations are headquarters for nationally famous Kelly-Springfield Tires, Auto-lite Spark Plugs and dependable Aetna Batteries.

As noetensto
ipi otemOut
sensationally new

HAND CREAM

0

You are cordially invited to inspect Mr. Wood's bulk petroleum plant located on Dawson road and to buy Aetna
products through our regular service stations conveniently
located throughout the state.

Your clean lined
classic hos
convertible club
s

•

11101411CIAN,

collar, diagonalpatch pockets.
18 delicious flovors.
Sites 10 to 20,

CLAYCHA
Mystery Maki
"
TEX ALLEN
is boy staid wan
ITTY DOREEN
name Throw"'
AND THE
SKIN RASCALS

9fo IS.
Other Styles 14l, to 241/2

Aotithriatfitgutateat $16.95

754

RIOULAIL 11.50 MI
PUS ONLY

tine enty, you MVO 50‘ on Marie Setheios amazingly
.
Pot a-Braked
effective, "petel-ecifr Hand Cream. This sensationally different crews
hats ovwoolon dry, rough chapped skin. Often within 3 days, your
hands tam again bacons "petal-soft", whit* and lovely. Apply twice.
day. Doss not rub tie or Not grassy.

WOOD DRUG STORE
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News From The Past

amoitions of thou
News representing 11% es, hopes, dreams and
county almost
Caldwell
and
Princeton
of
populace
the
who made up
files of Twiceyellowed
the
in
but
nowhere
recorded
40 years ago
published as a regular Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be
just as the Princeton rereproduced
feature. The articles are
wrote them
porters. shortly after the turn of the century,
AprII 14, 1936. Dr. and Mrs. W.
March 3, 1936. Misses Ellen
Mrs. May Neel motWood and Dixie Leonard Towers, L. Cash and
Sunday to
Nashville
to
ored
guests
attended Mardi Gras, being
day with Ralph Cash, a
the
spend
HebLizzie
Mrs.
of
home
the
.in
the college of arts and
ert and Miss lieloise Hebert. Mies senior in
Vanderbilt University,
Dixie Leonard returned home sciences,
there attended the
while
and
Wood
Ellen
Saturday, but Mise
at the Belmont
remained in New Orleans for a Easter services
Church. The Rev. B.
Methodist
more extended visit.
G. Hodge, a former mernber of
• • •
the Louisville Annual Conference
March 20, 1936. Mrs. Joe Can- is pastor.
tillon, district Governor of the
• • •
State Federated Women's Clubs
15, 1936. Mrs. Fannie AlsesMay
and Mrs. J. M. Calvin of Hick- exander of the Cross Roads secman, who attended the District
tion has just returned from DenConvention of Parents and Teachver, Colo., where she spent a
ers Council here Tuesday were
visiting her son, Archie
fortnight
guests in the home of past club
Alexander and the Beecher
governor, Mrs. C. M. Wood. Mrs.
Thomas family, who are residents
Calvin formerly resided in this
of Denver. She reports a very
city, Mr. Calvin being president
good time and a great deal of
of the Princeton schools at the
sight seeing, visiting mountainous
time.
portions and stopping af Buffalo
Bill Cody's grave. She motored
through the Esquire L. T. White.
• • •
May 15, 1936. Miss Jane WatQuick Amazing Relief
son, young poetess, captured the
For Your Stomach
first prize of $5.00 offered by the
HARVEY STOMACH Woman's Club for the best poem
The
TREATMENT goes further submitted by a high school pupil
than most stomach treatments in the annual poetry contest. This
on the market today. It is is the second year Miss Jane has
made up of four different medicines. One of the main ingredients is belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
Your
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
ters
Headquar
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today—
For
there is no need to suffer. Ask
TabHarvey
for
your druggist
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
Phone 31:26
Hopkinsville Rd.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.
PRINCETON, KY.

How To Get

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

CITY LICENSE
NOTICE
All City Licenses were due Jan. 1st,
1951. There will be a 30% discount
on all car licenses purchased before
Feb. 1st, 1951.

The licenses are

1

MEMORI

Apoplexy Ranks
Third As Killer

Prescriptions A
Specialty

CITY CLERK

Dead Stock
WANTED

6

that takes the load off your pocketbook!

NI1N —St•swinc Column
Clitarshlfri N'd• get car-like
tare with the new
Yllifting
gearshift lever mounted only
finger- t ip's length from the
steering wheel on all new
Model F-1 Trucks for '51.
NEW —3'/1 Ft. Wide
Rear Window! You get better
viability which meane greater
driving safety with the new
wider rear windows featuring
50% more glass area in Ford's
new S-STAR and new 5-Erraa
rano. Cabs.
HIV/ —Foam Rubber
Soot Peddingt You get
extra riding ease with the
hero rubber seat padding
in the new 5,ITAR IIXTRA
Cab available at slight
extra cost. Padding is
supported by a 85-ooil
neat spring.

Here's the smart
Pickup (shown
baking
WM 5-STAR EXTRA Cab
avoilable at extra cost). 8-ft.
I-1 land,655-ft F-I Stake
se lastgarns also available.

engineering. . . that's
been the reason for the fast climbing
leadership of the Ford Pickup.

• ,tilcp-ahrad

env Pickup offers many new
in performance, in driver
comfort, in durability. New features
for ICCONOMY, without sacrifice of
the famous roan "nimblenesa."
This

meters and fires
tie right ISO101014 Of gas, at presteely the right instant, to match
cienging pirformenoe !sponsors/is. It own only on. control
ioed of tire, yet Is deigned
to seraciroais• Sing Ardor as
inestretalg. You eon oso regular
pa le gear Ford 'Frock and get
ao-leiodk performance.

•40

sume modified activity, under
close supervision of the physician.
The preventive aspect of cerebral hemorrhage is limited to the
commonsense approach of healthful living and periodic check-ups
by the family physician. Since
the majority of cases occur in
people with high blood pressure,
this condition should be prevented, _ or controlled, if already
present.

.1142—
••••

GET WELL...
STAY WELL.

Sunbea

as
l
+Am

*la

•••
* 4,0

••
is

Brown's Ser

values

C.brok these &Nip-064HW Nurtures ler 'hit
NEW grain-tight Pickup body with h•rdwood floor and steel skid strips. NEVI
6-IITAR and FirrAlt arrItA Cabs. PM/
car-like shifting rem with new steering
column gearshift. NEW chrome plated
top piston ring, for longer life. NEW autothermic pistons and high-lift camshafts
for top performenve

Feed Trodden
less
r.D.A.r.

HOT ROLLS
never taste rolls that
are
You'll never get a more
ation than Sunbea
e Rolls
and Jelly! Try t
m TOBY-JELL
Brown
Polk Here's your
fOf Q
quick break-

A2nd—The Doctor's Job
114W—S-STAR EXTRA (Al
...a "big-Iworted" cob that
his yew work relaxed'
The M wets won't mind riding
in either of the two NSW Ford
Truck Cabs . . the h-irraa or
the Evimia aurae. lioth give
you Air Wing vontilstors, 66coil, phirenger-car-oomfort. adjurtable seat; 3%-ft. rear window. 5-RTAll MIURA has these
added features at slight extra
cost:
• Extra riding mar, with foam
rubber test padding
• intIO emulation, with 14-in.
glass wool in roof.
• Extra appoinsmmts such as
Iwo-lone meat upholstery,and
many other extras.

To Examine - Diagnose - Prescribe

3rd—Your Family Druggist's Job
(CORNER DRUG STORE)
To Fill Your Prescriptions
Precisely As Ordered.

Last—Your Job
To Take Your Medicine and
Follow Your Doctor's Orders
LET US HELP YOU

FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER!
res e own Mk.lb Ismer els* P151 IRA Try* le bier

CORNER DRUG STORE
PHONE 3404

Phone 2028

TELEPHONE LINES ARE HUMMING
This country's telephone service is one of its greatest assets in time of
emergency. It unites millions of people—helps thousands of businesses to
get things done quicker—and is a vital part of our national defense.

gar

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

'166
'slt•

In the past five years Southern Bell has nearly doubled the number of
telephones in service ... nearly doubled long distance circuits,
rural telephones and made the service faster and better.

trip/ed

All this growth is proving of particular value right now as the Soo*

SUPER

becomes a more and more vital part of the arsenal of democracy. One

eft Wes,
*Si.

RANDOLPH MOTORS
W. Main

Richardson and granddaughter,
Shirley Jean Quinn have returned from the state capital, Frankfort, where they spent several
days with Miss Lottie Richardson,
Metropolitan nurse of that place.
• • •
December 4, 1936. Miss Dixie
Vivian Moore, who is a member
of the city school faculty at Beaver Dam, spent Thanksgiving
here with her mother, Mrs. Birdie V. Moore.

"THI
FULL
TOB
5M1

(To See Your Doctor)

REZ

It astomatically

miss

lst—Your Job

now more than ever America s Economy Leaders!

2
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MILDRED CARDIN

POWER PILOT
ECONOMY

Rapid Descent Is
Tough Problem For
U.S.Air Force

At The Churches

Wm. M. YOUNG

ready for sale now.
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parachutes for landing
use
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Air Force experts now want to brakes. In addition, the 5-36
and conceivably could
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Worship
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Evening
off
7:30 p. m.
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Preaching services every sec- low altitude, then leveled
CID be considered
(left to right): Betty Lou, two, Mary Thelma, one, and Iva Jean,
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. landed?
eatery target in cam and C
four. Mrs. Queens married at 13 years of age. The new arrival
7:30 p. m.,
and 7 p. m.
The answer is that it probably
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remained at the hospital to put on more weight. (AP Wirephoto)
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PRESBYTERIAN
pressibility" of air.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Monday for Los Angeles, CaliW. H. Tallent, minister
VALVE
By Dr. W. L. Cash
*GOOD
Combat craft built for unusual
Mass at 8 o'clock.
fornia, where they will be guests
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
(County Health Officer)
stresses, such as dive bombers,
Second and fourth Sundays,
of Mrs. Minnie L. Van Maanen,
11 a. m.
• IN GOOD TASTE
Worship,
Morning
Behind heart disease and cana former resident of this place.
and equipped with air brakes can
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
also
will
they
Before their return
cer in the list of causes of death Mass at 10 o'clock.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
fee
visit Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Rucker for 1949 in Kentucky is cerebral
Prayer meeting every WednesS HOSVETERAN'
OUTWOOD
and C. J., Jr., in Pasadena, Caliby
day at 7:45 p. m., followed
hemorrhage which holds third PITAL CHAPEL
fornia.
place. Actually a part of the carFirst, third and fifth Sundays, choir rehearsal.
• • •
diovascular disease s, cerebral Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
& Jewelry Phase 3124
September 4, 1936. Harry JoinLEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH Walker's Drugs
hemorrhage and heart disease toDial 3211
Second and fourth Sundays,
er has a 49 pound watermelon on
Terrell, pastor)
Travis
(Rev.
gether account for 39 per cent of Mass at 8 o'clock.
display in his window, which is
Services every second Saturday
the total deaths, according to the
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
home grown. L. 0. Hayes recently
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
recently released Vital Statistics
Rev. William Borntraeger is at 11 a. m.
served a 50 pound melon for dinReport of the Kentucky State De- pastor and the Rev. Richard
ner which his brother, Dewit raisSunday School at 10 a.m, and
partment of Health.
Clements is assistant pastor.
ed on the farm of his mother,
on fourth Sunday at 11
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Heart disease accounts for 8 Mrs. Alice Hays.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
029 of the total deaths while cere- FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
• • •
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
list 2,817.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
September 4, 1936. Bernard bral hemorrhage
Sunday School every Sunday
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Jones, his wife and Eloise Jones Therefore, it is readily seen that
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
are home following a pleasant the diseases of the heart and cir- afternoon at 2:30
Preaching every second and
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
tour southward to Florida and culatory system require attention.
lads Carton
Cerebral hemorrhage is popu- fourth Sunday afternoons at
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
visit to Dr. and Mrs. D. E. MontThe Kentucky Renderinii Works will
larly called 'apoplexy" or 2:30.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
gomery.
""p""''
home
Prayer meeting every Satur"stroke". Because it is often fatal
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
• e
up your dead stock promptly, free of ch
m.
September 29, 1936. Mr. Gus with the first attack, it is more day at 7:30 p.
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
Baker, veteran furniture dealer serious than other conditions NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
and on sanitary trucks which are disinf
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
and funeral director of this city, which give more warning.
pastor.
is
Rev. Irvine L Parrett
10
School
a.m.
Sunday
Cerebral hemorrhage is most
has accepted a position with the
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
doily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs
Brown-Moseley Furniture Co., of likely to occur in people who a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
and
blood
high
have
pressure
.
Mr.
Baker will have
Russellville
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
charge of a newly built funeral hardening of the arteries. Because
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.
of
the
of
frequency
blood
high
parlor and will move to his new
Morning Service--11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
pressure in the older age groups,
borne this week,
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Most cases occur after the age of
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
We pay all phone charges.
• • •
October 27, 1936. Mrs. Leroy fifty.
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
7 p. m,
The onset is usually sudden
Princeton,
Hour of Prayer—WednesdayPhone 3698
with the development of severe PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
7:00 p. in.
headaches, paralysis, or unconAttend the church where you
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
sciousness within a few minutes. Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
will receive a cordial welcome.
Some cases, however, are marked
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
by a more gradual development
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
complains of dizziness, visual disYoung People's Service 6:00
turbances, headache and perhaps p.m.
symptoms of mental disturbance.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Mary people recover from the
prayer
Wednesday evening
first "stroke" and are able to re- service 7:00 p.m.

reason this country calm out-produce any other is because it has the mom
and best telephone service in the world.
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ter, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Boaz with Mrs. R. T. Boaz.
complete at the present
To move people by cars, trucks,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McCalister and Mrs. Homer McKinney and
and daughters called on Mr. and
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Mrs. Clint Boaz and family.
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Mr.
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Especially wary when awake,
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R.
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and Miss Virginia Pearle Mitchand George Eldred.
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area
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sabotage in the
demolition crews, repair crews Harold A. Rudd, Robert Drake,
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RCT
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.
ills.
ate proper handling of the and emergency evacuation: John Yandell,'Irve McCairlin, Pos
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er of cities to cope with George Stevens, Claude Robin- Darnell, with emergency police
Mrs Beulah Campbell and son, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Merson, Billy Robinson, Jimmie named at any time.
ation."
Johnnie, spent the weekend with rick.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rodgers and
ction of the mayor and Mitchell, Ralph Randolph, Dennis FIRE FIGHTERS
FIRE
Mr. and . Mrs. Millard Mitchell
nily.
ncil was made in coordi- Hodge, Craig Roberts, Colemanto
force
and sons called on Mr. and Mrs.
city
of
duties
Regular
Arnold
INSURANCE
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Merrick, Jahn Hart and family Sunday.
ith the national program Dunn, James Mashburn,
be augmented by additional men
L. W. and Calbert, Mr. and Mrs.
I defense in case of any Ligon Truck Line, Joe Berry, if necessary and equipment is
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Chambers of
Felix Adams, Marianna and Bet- °Paducah spent Sunday with Mr.
cy. The concentration of Claude's Taxi, Marvin's Cab, available: Chief Gordon Glenn,
CALL 239
vamps at Ft. Campbell, Chambliss' Cab and Jones and Assistant Reg Hobby, Jess Chamty June, Mr. and Mrs. John Hart and Mrs. Charlie Merrick.
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
and
Mr.
on
called
Breckenridge, together Jones cab.
Barbara
and
Rev. and Mrs. Wade Cunningbliss, R. M. Oliver, C. F. EngelComplete !new asses ServIsse
plans for construction of CONSTRUCTION,
Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool and sons ham and son were dinner guests
hardt, Curtis Sigler, Charles Mar1St W. Market St.
plant
a
and
c energy
Friday night.
MAINTENANCE
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Merrick.
tin, Pete Russell, Denny McConsmilby
Mcgenerating plant in
/Mr. and Mrs. Grant Higgins and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm were also
To repair or construct streets, nell, Luther Starnes, Delmar HER HERO: Little Judy Richards, 3, shows her gratitude
county an d another bridges and clear streets: Lee Shortt, Luther Oliver and Willie ing and holding hands with brother Larry, who vfill be five years family spent Sunday with Mr.
•lant near Joppa, Ill., now Cardin, Frank Webb, Tom Ham- Pursley.
old next month. When their home in Miami, Fla., caught fire last and Mrs. Robert Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Francis
this area in the national mond, George Hill, William Ladd,
week, Larry led his little sister to safety. The building and its
COMMITTEE
Y
ELECTRICIT
efense limelight, Mayor city street crew, Ernest Childress
as soon as contents were destroyed. (AP Wirephoto)
electricity
restore
To
RIVER IS ESSENTIAL
II pointed out. The larg- and state highway crews.
I possible: Rube McKnight, Dew- Lusby.
With their bare hands and
An
Is
Laundry
River
entration of electric pow- DEMOLITION CREW
Bayless
Joe Weeks,
Brinkley,
ey
soap they wash the dirty
SERVICE
strong
WARDEN
REGULAR MEETING
e world will be located in
To raze buildings which might
Bill Stout, Bobby
clothes in their tin basins, rinse
The VFW in charge. Every cit- Effective Cleaner
Kentucky, while Ken- topple or he dangerous: Tom Sho- Wadlington,
Offut; Charles Stallins, Loyd izen east of North and South Jef(By Stan Carter)
it in the river and then put it out
am can be conetlered a lar, Bradley Stone, L. D. Rorer
Stalling, W. J. Kennedy, Howard efrson; American Legion, west of
Manila — From sun-up to sun- to bleach on the stony bank.
military target in case and Cedar Bluff Stone crew.
McConnell.
The village men do the heavy
North Jefferson except colored down the women of Ugong village
he added.
PROCURE EQUIPMENT
7 O'Clock -- Lodge Room
GAS COMMITTEE
Jefferson, bend over their wide tin basins work. Later, the laundry is taken
South
of
west
section;
,
following organizations
TO procure a n y necessary In case of bombing, to repair Hopkinsville track, then north of on the bank of the Pasig River. inside the nips huts that line
Brothers Plan To Attend
All
tee chairmen and indivi- equipment and material: Harry broken gas lines and restore ser- R. R.; D. A. V., south of ICRR, The menfolk stand knee-deep Ugong's main street to be pressed
Robert
possible:
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
n d the duties of each Joiner, Jr., Sam Steger, Rumsey vice as soon as
Hopkinsville track, and west of in the water as they slap laun- with long handled irons filled
dered clothes against stone slabs with burning charcoal.
binitted by Mayor Hotte- Taylor, Sam McConnell, Joe Wil- Hancock, Harry Hutchinson, Har- South Seminary.
B. N.
d approved by the council cox, Sam Ratliff, Jewell Creasey, ry Patterson, J. T. Rogers,
In the colored section, Ralph to remove the soap suds.
Hollowell, an ex soldier, will or- MAJOR INDUSTRY
Laundering is the major inganize patrol for this section.
dustry of Ugong, a tiny village a
EMERGENCY HOUSING
To secu?e places to be used as few miles upstream from Manila.
are
temporary homes during a disas- Three out of five villagers
their custer, such as industrial plants, laundrymen. Among
lodge halls, churches, schools, ect. tomers are many Manila families.
The Pasig River runs almost
i-They would see that such places
Ugong, but there
would be heated and lighted. The crystal clear at
food for the
to
provide
fish
no
are
charge.
in
Kiwanis club
village. Long ago—no one rememEMERGENCY FIRST AID
bers when—villagers began colTo provide and maintain first lecting laundry from the bigger
aid stations where the seriously towns to wash in the clear water.
injured would be taken care of: Ugong launderers are cheaper
1Clifton Wood, Arch Walker, Car- than city establishments.
win Cash, Charles Elder, Frank
FOR YOUR EASY UPKEEP
Gordon, Dawson Nichols, W. D. Woman's Club to have charge.
Dawson, Frances Dawson, R. G. EVACUATION STATION
To keep a record of everyone
McClelland, C. A. Horn, Ruel
Light and Dark Tones
Special Purchase
Cairnes, Russell Goodaker, Dr. C. injured or evacuated and help enBETTER HURRY
joined
be
to
groups
family
F. Engelhardt, Dr. W. D. Ramage able
Bottle Carton
BED PILLOWS
again.
and Dr. Lyle Yowell.
Made of crushed
Plus Deposit
At home
_ FINANCE
chicken feathers.
DENTAL CARE
WHAT A BUY
Drs. W. E. Willis, C. H. Jaggers, To get all help available from
I , Robert W. Gordon, B. L. Keeney, both state and government: Hen; Power Wolfe; duties are to render ry Sevison and J. B. Lester.
SERVE
Ruthie Bolton will set up first
'. first aid to any of injured.
Guests refreshed
aid committee for colored section;
Thrifty Homemak' MELICAL SERVICES
a
ers - LOOK!
enjoy themselves...
1 • Drs. Ralph Cash, K. L. Barnes, Arthur Whorton will appoint
using
1 B. K. Amos, F. T. Linton, Frank committee for housing,
RG
HEIDENBE
contribute to the occasion
. biannini, J. Nr. Moore, rZ:13-ii!- -churches and lodge halls; Vance
a
committee
will
appoint
Hunter
PANELS
or
PRS.
....
- i ber.
to take care of invalids in ease
FOR ONLY
I EMERGENCY.FOOD
ROITLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY Br
I To provide
refugees with emer- of attack.
gency food: J. W. Quinn, Claude PUBLICITY
Thomas W. McConnell, Louise
01951. The Cece-Cele Comport
Koltinsky, B. T. Daunt, Billy
Newsom, Joe McMican, Pruett D. Jones and Leslie Goodaker,
Brothers, Carl Beesley, Melvin COMMUNICATION
R. C. Tuck, D. C. Miller, Harold
Fralick, Red Front Grocery, Budmen
dy Loftus Harry Quinn, Robert Miles and all the home radio
in Princeton.
Dalzell.
HUGE SIZE
EMERGENCY CLOTHING
Provide as many as possible
FLOUR SQUARES
with sufficient clothing: Saul Pogrotsky, Hillery Barnett, F. G.
WHILE 1000 LAST
Wood, Herman Lowry, W. J.
D.
M.
Purdy,
Homer
Hughey,
.
Plymale.
WATER DEPARTMENT
To supply water and in case of
bombing to restore water service
Poor digestion —swelling with
as soon as possible; we have a gas after meals—heavy feeling
ting of sour
stand-by gas motor to be used in around waistline—rif
food. These are some of the pencase the electricity is off: Hyland alties of an Upset Stomach.
SPECIAL,PURCHASE
WOMEN'S
Yates, Lacy Cunningham, Jim
CERTA-VIN is helping such
WOMEN'S
90 x 105
here
in
left
and
right
victims
Tatum, Linus Ladd, Rich Plumbmedicine
new
This
Princeton.
ing, Rufus Grisham, Doris HanRAYON BLOUSES
CHENILLE SPREADS
RAYON GOWNS
helps you digest food faster and
cock, Willie Stallins, Mitchell better. It is taken before meals;
HIGH IN QUALITY
Bros., Milton Sheridan, Billie thus it works with your food. Gas
In Colors You'll Fall In Love
WHILE 10 DOZ. LAST
LOW IN PRICE
pains go! Inches of bloat vanish!
White, Tom Cash.
With At First Sight.
B-1
Vitamin
and
Herbs
Contains
SICK AND INVALID
with Iron to enrich the blood and
To make survey of city and list make nerves stronger. Weak, rrnsall those who would need help erable people soon feel different
in case of alarm; this report to be all over. So don't go on suffering.
CHRTA-VIN—Dawson Drug
made to the transportation com- Get
Every package baked in a light
Store.
mittee: Business and Professional
aluminum pan, which may be
used again in the over or for
LARGE SIZE
food storage in your refrigerator.
WINTER COATS
RUGS

Hopson News

LADIES TAKE NOTICE
Monterey Park, Calif.—(AP)-After a six-weeks trial this city
has installed an unusual "easy
parking" system.
Under the plan two 20-foot
parallel parking stalls are provided between each 11-foot 9inch "no parking" zone. The smaller areas, painted red, enable motorists to swing into a space without having to halt and back In,
thus blocking the flow of traffic.
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PRINT HOUSE DRESSES

6

25c

trilCZ

1.00

Miss Sunbeam says:

"THIS PACKAGE MAKES A
FULL GLASS OF SUNBEAM
TOBYJELL SPREAD IN
5 MINUTES."

Plan Now For
SPRING PLANTING

Brown'. Serve
HOT ROLLS
u'll never taste rolls that are any better
d you'll never get a more delicious
mbination than Sunbeam's Brown
Serve Rolls and Jelly! Try these new
nbeam TOBY-JELL Brown
Serve Rolls. Here's your
swer for a quick breakst treat!

No Man or Woman
Can Enjoy Life With
Stomach Gas!

Each dozen of Sunbeam TORTJELL Brown 'n Serve Rolls are
formed perfectly and have a
more appetizing appearance.

•
With each dozen rolls, you receive a TORY-JELL packet,
containing ingredients to make
a glassful of delicious and
nourishing jelly.

SUPERBLY DELICIOUS

Korean Lespedeza
Kobe Lespedeza
Ladino Clover
Red Clover
Alsike Clover
Kentucky 31 Fescue
Sweet Clover
Farm Supplies
At Cayce-Yost you can be sure of getting the highest quality seed at the lowest market prices. Come
in to see us the next time you are in Hopkinsville.
For 44 Years the Farmers Host
IN HOPKINSVILLE ITS

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY

5 for 1.00

THROW

WHAT A BUY

PRINT DRESSES

REPRICED TO CLEAR

WHILE 100 LAST

4.00 and 5.00
MEN'S
HEAVY WEIGHT

2.00

REDUCED FOR FINAL CLEARANCE

WOMEN'S COATS

SWEAT SHIRTS

8 Coats
5 Coats
MEN'S LEATHER
CORDUROY KNICKERS

JACKETS
REPRICED TO CLEAR

10.00 - 15.00 and 20.00

Thursda , Januar 18,
ed out that the $866,287,400 share
which would be borne by Kentucky to support the President's
proposed budget is more than
eight times the $106,662,261 in
taxes collected by Kentucky for
the last fiscal year, as shown by
the June 1950 report of the Department of Revenue.
Kentucky taxpayers will be reKentucky's share of the budget
quired to pay out approximately proposal is approximately 150
9866,287,400 in Federal taxes as million dollars more than the
their share pf the cost of the Fed- $702,000,000 in farm sales in the
eral spending program proposed State for 1949. The State's share
by President Truman for the of the Truman budget is almost
Federal Fiscal year ending June half the amount of Kentucky's
30, 1952, if Congress; should adopt 1949 manufacturing sales, which
in full the 71.6-bil1ion-dollar bud- totaled $1,775,800,000. The 1949
get submitted to Congress Mon- figures are the latest available.
-day.
The Kentucky Chamber estiThis estimate was made pub- mates that Kentucky residents
lic today by George Mascott, Ex- and taxpayers presently bear
ecutive Vice President of the 1.21 per cent of the total Federal
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, tax burden. Since Federal expenin a statement based on an an- ditures are met wholly by taxaalysis of the President's budget tion, Kentucky's share of the Fedrecommendations.
eral Government's spending burThe Chamber statement point- den for 1952 would be 1.21 per
cent a $71.6 billion, or $866,287,400.
The Kentucky Chamber pointLet No Grave
BERLIN: Heavy U. S. rairshing tanks are lined up at Grunwald freight
out that the President's spend- AletatticAr, TANKS IN
ed
Unmarked
Be
the first
station in Berlin after their arrival through the Russian zone without incident. It was
take
will
ing budget, if approved,
tanks had been in the city since 1945 and they will be used to train the Sixth U. S.
American
time
Enduring Quality Memorials
about Mt rents of every dollar of
regiment in utilizing armor for infantry support. Twenty-two tanks were included in the shipment,
Moderate Prices
the people's income. Taxes for
Wirephoto via radio from Berlin)
.(AP
Visit
or
Wete
2646
Dial
State and local governments, inchiding public schools, will take
ALLEN
another large chunk of that in-

Proposed federal
Budget To Take 30
Cents Of Each $1

Monumental Works
Dawson Road at Center St.
Princeton, Ky.

Deaths & Funerals

lassified Ads

cattle.

The Chamber declared, "Under
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
FOR SALE: Iron-Fireman steel
those circumstances it is impera33-tic
furnace with stoker and blower
attached. In excellent condition. HEATER REPAIR: We are facPriced to sell. Phone 2141 or
tory authorized service station
write P. 0. Box 529, Princeton.
for repairing your "South
tic
Wind" car heater. Strong's
Texaco Service, corner Main &
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
Plum streets, phone 3111. c-tf
shampoo for home use try

THIS COUPON WORTH 10c

at QUINN'S GROCERY

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 16-0Z. JAR OF
RED ROSE MAYONNAISE OR SALAD DRESSING
Name
Address

FLOUR

SUGAR
PURE CANE

STAR

25 lb. bag $1.45

5 lb. bag . . . 49c
. . 95c
10 lb. bag
100 lb. bag . . $9.19

COFFEE

MEAL

Plain or selfrising

BREAK O'MORN
pound 72c

3 lbs. $2.10
MATCHES
SEARCH LIGHT
carton

35c

5 lb. bag
10 lb. bag
25 lb. bag

30c
59c
. . . $1.19

BEANS
GREAT NORTHERN
U. S. NO. 1
49c
5 lbs.
10 lbs
98c
100 lbs.
$9.60

QUINN'S GROCERY
AND NOW!

Sharp's Barber Shop. We need liOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
your head in our business
not overhead, at Dye Mann Co.,
409 S. Main, Hoplrinsville, Ky
3247tp
FOR SALE: Kenmore Semi-Automatic. Washer. Price $124.95. FOR SALE: At Leader office,
Sears Order Office, phone 2048,
Remington Rand Duplicator
Princeton, Ky.
29-itc
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
typewriter ribbon, carbon papWATCH MAKING: All makes and
er, also Remington Rand 'typemodels; clocks, jewelry repairwriters and adding machine.
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch- GET AHEAD OF WINTER: Have
your car completely serviced
itself set the right example by
and checked for the cold months
paring to the bone every non.
ahead. Strong's Texaco Serwar expenditure and by omitting
vice, Moin & Plum streets.
all programs that are not vitally
18-etf
Phone 3111.
necessary."
The Chamber added that the FOR SALE: For high quality baby
President's 7 1.6 billion-dollar
chicks, see Cherry's Produce,
budget total does not include
phone 3656, Princeton. 27-4tc
$2.2 billions which will be spent
on Social Security Act programs FOR SALE: Thirty-six inch Kenmore Gas Range. Price $79.95.
financed by payroll taxes dediSears Order Office, phone 2048,
cated to these purposes.
Princeton, Ky.
29- ltc
Commenting on the President's
1952 Federal spending program WANTED: Will pay 12.00 for
and the share of its cost which
junked batteries; 17c for beef
Kentucky taxpayers will bear,
hides. Will buy all kinds of
the Chamber declared:
junked metal. Cherry's Produce,
"In his State of the Union
phone 3656, Princeton. 27-4tc
Message to Congress the Presi
dent said that the 'Government STANDING TIMBER: For Sale.
See Morse Brothers. Princeton
must practice rigid economies in
Route 1.
28-1tp
its non-defense activities; that
many of the things we normally
FOR SALE: Hay and bedding, at
would do must be curtailed or
home and at Lewistown. Edwin
Postponed.'
Lamb, Phone 3043
29-21c
"Until we have had an opportunity to analyze the President's FOR SALE: Used baby buggy.
1952 spending program, we can
Can be seen at 515 South Jefnot say whether or not it fulfills
ferson street.
28-Hp
this promise of rigid economies."
AOR RENT. House it Nola Wilson s store on the ilopkinsville
road. Room for hogs, cows and
chickens.
29-lip

Princeton Shoe Co.
BRINGS YOU THEIR ANNUAL
OVER THE TABLE SALE
of More Than 200 Pairs of Women's Hi Grade
Shoes At One Price

MADE BY THE BEST
MAKERS IN THE BUSINESS—
•PARADISE
• VITALITY
•SELBY
• JACQUELINE
•PENNANT
• CONNIE
•SANDLER

All Colors-- All Materials -- All Sizes 4 to 10.
All Widths AAAA to C. High,Heels for Dress!
Loafers, Oxfords and Casuals for School and
Play!

SIZE STARTS FRIDAY MORNING
IAN. 19th (FOR 3 DAYS ONLY)
It will be both fun and smart to buy these shoes at $4.99.
SOLD FROM TABLES.

Dr. C. P. Giannini
Funeral services for Dr. C; P.
Giannini, native of Providence
and brother of F: P. Giannini of
this city, were conducted in Evansville Tuesday. Dr. Giannini
died in an Evansville hospital
last Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Giannini, Sr., Dr. F. P. Giannini,
and B. W. Giannint attended the
services.
Dr. Giannini had been a practicing physician in Evansville for
the past 26 years and prior to
that time had practiced in Madisonville.
Survivors include one son,
Walte r, Evansville; daughter,
Mrs. H. W. Steinhauser, Venzuela, South America; sister, Mrs.
C. 0. Doyle, Evansville; brother,
F. P., Sr., Princeton and one
grandson, Evansville.

'Several Communicable
Diseases Are Reported

450 Members Is Goal
Of Local Farm Bureau

A metabership of 450 has been
set as the goal of the local Farm
Bureau for 1961 and personal solicitation of farmers has been
started to secure that number by
February 1, M. P. Brown, Jr.,
president of the organization announces.
In urging farmers to join the
organization Mr. Brown said, "I
believe that every farmer In
Caldwell county should belong to
the Farm Bureau so that he might
take an active part in securing
those things that he deserves apd
to protect his interest in agriculture." Response to the membership drive has been excellent,
it was stated.
Other officers of the Farm Bureau are Billy Martin, vice president; P. M. Sell, secretary, and a
board of directors composed of W.
P. Crawford, Bill Adams, C. K.
McNeely, Everett Creasey, Minos
Cox, Howard Story, Teddy Holt,
John P. Morse, Jimmy Wallace,
J. A. Hemminfp.vay, Carl Cunningham, B. W. Giannini, Guy Shoulders, Marshall Gull), Pepper
Jones and Willis Traylor.

ATTENDS INSURANCE MEET
Virgil Smith, pail owner of the
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
here, returned last week from
Louisville and Chicago where he
attended an educational meeting
for Insurance agents, it is announced. Also, a member of the
local firm said the agency is expanding in other territory and
Mr. Smith has been put in charge
of the outside territory. However,
Smith will be at the local office
at least two days of every week,
it was added.

Several cases of scarlet fever,
chicken-pox and common colds
have been reported in the county
during the last several Months,
according to Dr. W. L. C ash,
Health department director, and
although the seriousnees of these
diseases has not 'become alarmneglected,
ing, they should not be
he warned.
Serious complications often
arise after these diseases if proper treatment is neglected or
ignored. These include kidney,
ear and infection to other vital
organs, the health officer said.
The- immunization program
against communicable diseases
has been practically completed in
all county schools, except those
,
in Princeton, Miss Virginia Belt, 46
health nurse, said. However, progress is being made in carrying
out the program in the Princeton
schools, both white and colored.

Leslie Goodaker Gives
Rotary Club Program
A humorous program by tape
recording was presented by Leslie Goodaker, local radio station
owner, at the regular weekly
meeting of the Princeton Rotary
Club Tuesday night at the Princeton Hotel. Also at the meeting,
K. V. Bryant was awarded a fiveyear attendance pin with Burhl
Hollowell receiving a six-year
pin.

We'll gladly lend ye,
'
money you need to pay
bred bills and debts R
your monthly payments
having only one plate
limY•

A. M. RICIIARDso
Pita. 2681
'eure-Nee

Judy Peebles
and her

Hammond Organ
again at

The Princeton Hotel

SALE: Time Special new Kenmore Electric Range. Price
$119.95. Sears Order Office,
phone 2048, Princeton, 1(y.
29-4tc
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Friday & Saturday - January 19-20
At Butler High School Auditorium
CURTAIN 8 P. M.

ORCHESTRA -- 7:30 P. M.

indica
include
•Crider;

NO RESERVE SEATS
35c & 60c TAX INCL.

ADMISSION

One Hour & Forty-Five Minutes of
Mrs. C

MIRTH

MUSIC

MELODY

ALL LOCAL TALENT

NORMA SUE CARTWRI
Rotary Queen

Silly
Otter Pond
Beater. Fr

W Krt. Re

Red Front Stores
ROCKLAND MOLASSES,New Orleaos
genuine, lb.
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
22 oz. can
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE,
No. 2 can

S""'"r 243(

GREENS, Turnip, Kale or Mustard
Nancy Lee, No. 2 can

10(

TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL, College
Inn, 46 oz. can

29(

SAUER KRAUT, Scott County
No. 2 can
CORN, Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
No. 2 can
Co. Gent

LOG CABIN FLOUR, plain

APPLE JELLY, Farm Brand
32 oz. far

2.5 lb. bag
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Nancy
Lee
No. 2 can

TOMATO SAUCE, Hunt's
lei oz. can

TOMATO CATSUP, Hunt's
14 oz. bottle

TOMATOES, Libby Rosedale
No. 2 can

BLACKEYED PEAS, Browns
No. 2 can
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OLEOMARGARINE, Ml Choice
'i lb. colored sticks
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THE PRINCETON ROTARY CLUB

FARMERS: Don't forget the big
technicolor picture "Waves of
Green", Friday, Jan. 19, at
FOR SALE: 7.4 cu. ft. Coldspot
Capitol Theatre. C & L Tractor
29-Itc
Co
Refrigerator with full width

MEW HASTEN
HOME FROM
WORK WITH
SPEECI,
WHEN WIVES
BUY MEAT'
HERE.,YEG
INDEED/

IOW

IINCII

hr the special
Rescheduled to
.2lie women's
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Sunday at Noon

WILL PRESENT

crisper. Price $164.75. Sears
Order Office, ph on e 2048,
Princeton, Ky.
29-1W

0
,
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For Farmers
Up Study
DairY
Crop Improvem

TO PAY BILLS
AND CUT PAY

Mr. and Mrs. William H. McElroy, Jr., N. Jefferson street,
have returned home from a threeday trip to St. Louis. They were
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
James Dollar, of Madisonville.

NOTICE
Annual Stockholders Meeting of
t h e Princ"ton Federal Sevinp
and Loan Association.
The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Princeton
Federal Savings and Loan Association, Princeton, Kentucky will
be held in the office of the Association, Henrietta Hotel Building,
Friday, January 19, 1951 at 7:00
P. M. for the purpose of electing
three directors and the transaction of any other business that
may come before the meeting.
J. R. Hutchinson, Secretary.
27-3tc

1 DOZ. FRESH EGGS & 1 LB. SLICED
BACON
POTATOES,Cobblers, 10 lbs
TOILET TISSUE, 4 rolls for
REYNOLDS WRAP,25 foot roll
PRUNE JUICE, Lady Betty. qt.
NEW POTATOES, med size, lb.
LIMA BEANS, all green, 303 can
LETTUCE, lg. firm heads
CARROTS, fresh & crisp, bunch
GREEN BEANS, Beaver Beauty, No. 2 can
2 for
STEAKS FROM CHOICE BABY BEEF
any cut
FROSTY MORN SAUSAGE, lb.

ATTEND V. F. W. mpg?
John Paul Moist., c
Ralph Kevii, Marvin P
Ralph Martin and Muni
members of Veteran, of
Wats Post No. 5585, pr
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APPLES, Rome Beauty, U. S.

MEAT SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED JOWL
lb.
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HAM SALAD, CHICKEN SALAD
PIMENTO CHEESE — Fresh Daily
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MARRY GROCERY

4.44

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,Hendeqon, Ky.9 A. M.
WV.IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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